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Segundo, Colorado
LARGEST COKE PLANT WEST OF CHICAGO

Glen D. Weaver and Ryan C. Graham

C

olorado led all western states in the manufacture of metallurgical cokea refined form of coal that heated most of Colorado's ore smelters-

between the late 1870S and mid-1940S. At least nine of the seventeen states in
the West produced coke at some time during this period. Only Colorado,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Utah contained premium-grade coking coals.
Colorado possessed a major share of the richest deposits, the best marketing
opportunities, and an unusually enterprising coking firm, the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company (CF&I). Principal in-state markets included Pueblo's iron
and steel-mill blast furnaces and the numerous nonferrous smelters processing locally mined gold, silver, copper, and lead. Colorado's excellent railway
system enabled Front Range smelters to import out-of-state ores, thereby creating additional demands for coke and allowing shipment of Colorado coke
to smelters in other western states and northern Mexico. The smelter market
largely collapsed within several decades, but the Pueblo mill, opened in
1881, remained the West's only fully integrated iron and steel complex until
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competing facilities were built near Provo, Utah, and Fontana, California,
during World War II. Utah surpassed Colorado as the West's premier coke
producer once the Provo plant became fully operational. Closure ofthe Pueblo
blast furnaces in December 1982 ended just over a century of coke manufacturing in Colorado. Under new ownership, the Pueblo mill continues making steel today but from scrap metal instead of pig iron. 1
Thirteen of Colorado's twenty-four historic coke plants formed the economic locus of company-owned camps or towns that provided worker housing plus some combination of a mercantile store, a clubhouse, a bathhouse,
a church, an elementary school, or a resident physician. Although they were
primarily coal camps, three other camps produced coke for short periods of
time. The remaining coke plants employed workers who made daily commutes from nearby private homes. These plants were small, ephemeral operations except for the captive ovens supplying the Durango smelter and
the byproduct ovens serving the Pueblo iron and steel mill.

Camp (Coal Field/County)
Cokedale (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Delagua (Trinidad/Las Animas)
El Mora (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Gray Creek (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Hastings (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Segundo (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Sopris (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Starkville (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Tercio (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Tabasco (Trinidad/Las Animas)
Cardiff (Carbondale/Garfield)
Marion (Carbondale/Garfield)
Redstone (CarbondalelPitkin)
Crested Butte (Crested Butte/Gunnison)
Carpenter (Book Cliffs/Mesa)
Porter (Durango/La Plata)

Operating
Years

Peak Production
Thousand Tons'

19°7-1947
19°4-19 10
1878-1907
ca. 1897-1918
ca. 1897-1918
19°1-1929
1888-1918
1881-1918
19°1-19 18
19°2-19 18
1888-19 10
1888-1889
19° 0-19°9
1886-1918
1892-1894
ca. 189°-19°8

List 1 Colorado's Corporate Coking Camps
'Annual production data for some camps are available for 1897-1910 only, but peak
production before or after these dates appears unlikely.
"Fuel Production Committee Reports," n.d., The Colorado Fuel and Iron (CF&I)
Archives, Bessemer Historical Society, Pueblo, Colo.; Colorado State Inspector of Coal
Mines, Biennial and Annual Reports (Denver, Colo.: State Printers, 1895-1947); and Glen
D. Weaver, "Hell with the Lid Off: A Survey of the Coke Industry in Colorado," Colorado
History 11 (2005): table 1.
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Segundo comprised one of the corporate communities. During the first
years of its existence from 1901 to 1929, Segundo boasted the largest annual
output of any Colorado coke plant and was even heralded for a time as the
largest coking establishment west of Chicago. CF&I owned Segundo along
with eight other coking camps; the railway serving the Segundo area; the
Pueblo mill and its byproduct ovens; and forty-one coal camps supplying
CF&I's ovens, steel furnaces, and assorted customers. The firm's coke output was both consumed in the Pueblo blast furnaces and marketed elsewhere, chiefly to nonferrous smelters. 2
James B. Allen's The Company Town in the American West (1966) correctly characterizes early CF&I and other camps as dirty, unsightly, unsanitary, oppressively managed, and devoid of social amenities. The book
mistakenly implies, however, that "reasonably planned and managed" camps
did not appear until after the 1920S. In fact CF&I opened its first "model"
camp at Redstone, Colorado, in 1900. Segundo and two other model camps
were launched the following year, together with a newly created Sociological Department housed at its Pueblo headquarters and charged with improving the environment and quality of life in all CF&I camps.3
Surprisingly, Segundo has received little scholarly attention beyond a
sketch of camp conditions printed in CF&I's in-house news magazine Camp
and Plant in 1903; R. M. Hosea's technical review of the camp's industrial
plant (1904); historian William H. McKenzie's mention of the camp in his
account of the Colorado and Wyoming Railway (1982); and Peter Roberts's
unpublished three-page assessment of camp demographics, housing, and
related social issues (1915). Historian H. Lee Scamehorn's two-volume history of CF&I says little about Segundo directly but enhances the understanding of the camp through its descriptions of the firm's Sociological
Department, the Colorado Supply Company subsidiary, and a generic overview of the entire camp system. This article integrates the above studies and
other primary and secondary sources to form a comprehensive portrayal of
Segundo from birth to demise, acknowledges its duality as a major industrial facility and model company camp, and analytically views Segundo
within the context of its time and fellow coal camps. Perhaps this article's
greatest contribution is its detailed focus on an individual camp. Only a
handful of such studies currently exist to tell the story of the eighty or more
company camps that once dotted the Colorado coal fields. 4
Unlike most Colorado coking communities, Segundo possessed no onsite coal mine. Instead, it imported coking feedstock from two coal mines
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nearby but separately managed CF&I coal camps at Primero and Valdez.
All three camps occupied sites in the Trinidad coal field of western Las
Animas County, some two hundred miles south of Denver. Physiographically,
the sites lay within the Park Plateau section of the Great Plains, roughly
midway between Trinidad and the lofty 10,000 to 14,000 feet high Sangre de
Cristo Mountains. The maturely dissected landscape of narrow uplands and
canyons clothed in ponderosa, pinon, and juniper pine provided scenic diversity and a touch of natural beauty. At elevations ranging from 6>480 to
6,580 feet, Segundo residents enjoyed a semiarid climate with abundant
sunshine, moderate seasonal temperatures, and a sporadic ground cover of
winter snow. Need for irrigation discouraged early residents from planting
lawns or other green landscaping. Periodic summer cloudbursts generated
flash floods that interrupted essential rail service and, on one occasion, deposited a thick blanket of debris at the base of Segundo's coke ovens. 5
Segundo sat fourteen rail miles southwest of Trinidad and opposite the
mouth of Smith's Canon (later Anglicized to Smith Canyon) in the
Purgatoire River valley, strategically situated close to its coal suppliers and
where ample volumes of streamflow could be diverted to feed the camp's
coal washers and quench the hot coke. At the town's site, the Purgatoire
River valley measures one thousand feet wide at floodplain level, two to
three times that width from rim to rim, and about three hundred feet deep.
Primero lay two miles north at the junction of the east and west forks of
Smith's Canon. Valdez adjoined Segundo on the east, its housing and
other facilities extending downstream to the Frederick mine about one
mile distant. The two camps likely shared use of the baseball field located
along their common boundary but otherwise functioned independently,
each having its own superintendent, school, and company store. The Southern Division of the Colorado and Wyoming Railway, a subsidiary wholly
owned by CF&I, connected Segundo and its coal camps to several mainline railroads west ofTrinidad. 6
Varros, an older Mexican American village situated on private land, bordered Segundo qn the northwest. Alternately known as Los Varros, Old
Segundo, or simply Segundo (a confusing name change) after CF&I closed
the camp in 1929, the Hispanic settlement contained saloons frequented by
CF&I workers, who had no tavern of their own. Community relations were
reciprocal, with Varros merchants visiting the coking camp to solicit business and Varros children attending Segundo's elementary school after completing fourth grade at the local Catholic church. For unknown reasons,
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the R. L. Polk's and Co.'s Trinidad City and Las Animas County Directory
considered the two communities as a single entity.7
The number of residents in Segundo appears conjectural from available
sources. Neither the census in 1910 nor the census in 1920 enumerated unincorporated communities such as Segundo. Trinidad City and Las Animas
County Directory volumes cite a combined Segundo-Varros population
numbering 1,5°0 people between 1901 and 1905, 950 from 1909 to 1913, 600
between 1915 and 1920, 1,000 from 1924 to 1928, and 400 in 1929. Some of
these numbers seem inflated. Varros was a tiny village in pre-Segundo days,
judging from its portrayal as an unnamed cluster of merely a dozen buildings on a map printed in 1895. A combined population of fifteen hundred
residents for each of Segundo's first five years is questionable unless large
numbers of construction workers sustained it. This hypothesis appears not
to have been the case. In March 1903, just two years following the initiation
of building activities at the camp, the Colorado and Wyoming Railway had
long since pushed westward to the end of the line at Tercio.
Likewise, CF&I had reduced its construction crew to only twenty workers out of a labor force of 427 men. Spotty CF&I employment records after
1903 list 209 men in 1912; 199 in 1915, with ovens operating at half capacity
and a camp population estimated at 400; 240 in the peak-production year of
1916; 79 in 1920; and 40 in 1927, just two years after the company store closed.
If one uses the population-to-workforce ratio of 2:1 reported for 1915, Segundo
may have housed 850 to 900 residents in 1903 but no more than 150 in any
given year after 1920. Even the latter figure may be an overestimate. A survey in September 1927 revealed that 40 percent ofCF&I's 54-man workforce
lived outside the camp. Segundo's long-term population decline reflects
early improvements in coke manufacturing efficiency, loss of smelter markets, worker demands that called for freedom to choose their place of residence during 1913 and 1914, and increased worker mobility afforded by
automobile ownership.
The Trinidad City and Las Animas County Directory enumeration of a
combined Segundo-Varros residency totaling 1000 persons from 1924 to 1928
is inexplicable when viewed from the perspective of coke production, which
averaged only one-fifth the level achieved over the period from 1915 to 1920.
A more likely scenario based on coke production and available workforce
statistics suggests that Segundo's population rose from approximately 400
people in 1915 to nearly 500 between 1916 and 1917 before it declined to
fluctuating, although consistently smaller, numbers throughout the 1920S.8
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Similar to other company coal and coking camps during this time, foreign-born Europeans and persons of Mexican ancestry dominated the labor
force except for railway employees, nearly all of whom were native-born
Anglos. 9 Italian laborers were so numerous in the Purgatoire Valley camps
that the local passenger train was colloquially called the "Dago" or "Spaghetti" Flyer. Perhaps nine-tenths of the alleged Mexicans were actually
Mexican Americans. Segundo's ten black families worked in the nearby
Frederick mine. Other European groups included a sprinkling of Hungarian, Slav, German, Scottish, and English immigrants. 1O
Ethnic and racial discrimination likely divided the camp into at least
three distinct neighborhoods: native-born Anglos and northern European
immigrants, Mexican Americans and blacks, and eastern and southern Europeans. With few exceptions, blacks comprised a tiny minority of the labor
force throughoutthe Colorado coal fields. Nearby Cokedale, a center ofKu
Klux Klan activity as early as the 1920S, never hired an Mrican American
during its forty-year lifespan. The near absence of blacks as laborers reflected
both racial prejudice and their proportionately small numbers in the state's
total population (1.4 percent in 1910). In contrast blacks formed a large share
of the Appalachian coal fields' workforce in southern West Virginia and
generally resided in integrated housingY
Segundo initially consisted of three geographic sections: a large industrial district located on the Purgatoire floodplain, an area of shack housing
that bordered the industrial center, and a "model" residential area of sturdy
wood-frame structures sited on a sloping terrace forty to sixty feet above the
south bank of the Purgatoire River that overlooked the shack housing and
industrial complex. An inventory in 1915 listed twenty-two two-room shacks
sited near the coal washers and two rows of one-room shacks, adjoining the
river, built for single men. The historical record does not specify whether
the shacks were left over from construction days or intended as permanent
housing, but outside observers characterized the structures as "pigsty" rental
units fit only for "bare animal subsistence." All "unsightly" shacks were removed in 1917 as part of a camp-cleanup programY
The model residential area contained 126 dwellings, a boardinghouse,
schoolhouse, clubhouse, post office, physician's office, and nearby railway
depot, which handled freight traffic plus the twice-daily passenger service
between Trinidad and Tercio. Half the worker dwellings consisted of threeroom structures; just over a third of them were four-room houses; and the
rest had six-rooms, except for a single fifteen-room building that probably

NORTHWESTERLY VIEW OF SEGUNDO'S MODEL RESIDENTIAL AREA

Tall coal washers, positioned near the west end of the coke ovens, dominated the industrial district that sprawled along
the Purgatoire River floodplain in the middleground.

(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer Historical Society, Pueblo, Colorado)
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served as the camp's boardinghouse. The basic floor plan for each house
comprised a kitchen, living room, and bedroom(s). Individual residences
displayed surprising diversity in their "pleasing" exterior colors rather than
the monotonous red of some CF&I camps. They also had rectangular instead of L-shape configuration, pyramidal in lieu of hipped roof design,
variable floor space, and minor exterior decoration. Each contained a fulllength front porch beneath a protective eave. Although spartan the houses
were plastered and "finished neatly within and without."1J
The four-room rectangular dwellings measured twenty-four by twentyeight feet, providing less than one-third the median floor space of today's
new single-family homes but only 15 percent less than the average home at
Levittown, New York, the nation's first large-scale tract development built
after World War II. The full-length porches afforded some additional living
space during warm weather. The standard rental fee, two dollars per room

L-SHAPED MODEL TENANT HOUSE

This photo was likely taken in 1915 or later after CF&I had
completed a yard-fencing program and began offering annual cash
prizes for the best lawns and gardens.

(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer
Historical Society, Pueblo, Colorado)
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per month, remained constant until raised to two dollars and fifty cents in
1928, one year before the camp closed. Other fees included thirty-five cents
per month for each electrical outlet where available; one dollar monthly for
water; and a charge, two dollars and fifty cents per ton, for cooking and
heating coal. Boardinghouse occupants paid twenty-eight dollars a month
for room and meals. Today, affordable housing is defined as mortgage and
utility payments totaling no more than 30 percent of household income. By
this standard, a coke worker earning one hundred fifty dollars a month in
1923 clearly enjoyed reasonably priced housing. 14
Each model house occupied a fifty-by-one-hundred-feet lot and fronted
on a dirt street. As of 1915, more than a dozen years after Segundo opened,
only a few houses possessed electricity. Outdoor hydrants placed between
adjacent dwellings supplied household water needs, and rows of outhouses
("paths to the back") served in place of sanitary sewers. Dishwater and other
household liquid wastcs were tossed into the yard, sometimes creating a
noticeable neighborhood odor until flushed by subsequent rains into the
Purgatoire River. Residents who washed clothes at the outside hydrants created an additional unpleasant mess. Company-provided garbage receptacles
were emptied twice weekly by a hired hand. Although primitive Segundo's
sanitation facilities were apparently no more archaic than those of brethren
coal camps across the country, Rocky Mountain metal-mining camps, and
independent nonmining towns with a comparable population size. Few
householders had planted lawns or vegetable or flower gardens. 15
Jerome Elementary School, named after CF&I's first secretary treasurer,
John Jerome, occupied two lots on the west side of the model residential
area. A two-story frame structure, the school possessed a large hall and stage
on the ground floor used by the kindergarten and two rooms on the second
floor for grades one through eight. 16 The elementary classes enrolled 134
students in 1915, 70 percent of whom were in first and second grade. Only 2
pupils each registered in the seventh and eighth grades. The high school
dropout rate probably reflected entry of preteen children into the labor force
despite a protective state law. One contemporary (Old) Segundo resident
recalls her father saying that he started working at the ovens at age twelve.
The school employed a principal, whom it paid ninety dollars per month
for nine months, and two assistants at seventy dollars a month each. CF&I
advanced money for the school's construction even though it was a public
school administered by the Las Animas County Board of Education. Company outlay for the Segundo and Primero schools totaled $5,778 for the
buildings, $439 for textbooks, and $1,405 for teacher salaries. '7
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JEROME ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer
Historical Society, Pueblo, Colorado)

For many years, Jerome School was the only camp facility large enough to
accommodate social gatherings or programs sponsored by the Sociological
Department. These events occurred during the first decade of the camp's
existence and included occasional visiting lecturers, a weekly motion-picture show (five reels for five cents), and a display space for CF&I's circulating art collection. It also served as the initial repository for the camp's small
lending library available to all residents. Jerome likewise housed Sunday
school since the camp did not have a church. A survey conducted in 1915
found that religious services had not been held "for some time" in Segundo
or most of the other twelve CF&I camps investigated. IS The practice ofhiring ministers to visit the camps and conduct weekly sermons had apparently
been discontinued. Some Segundo residents may have attended the Catholic Church in Varros.
In response to school consolidation in 1916, a Colorado and Wyoming
Railway "school train," consisting of a locomotive and a single car, boarded
shldents each weekday morning, beginning at a point three miles east ofValdez.
Elementary pupils got off at Valdez; junior high and high school shldents
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continued on to Primero. Each sixteen-mile round trip reached Primero by
eight o'clock in the morning and departed by three-thirty in the afternoon.
Jerome School remained open until at least the mid-1920S.19
One of the camp's six-room houses was converted into a clubhouse containing two billiard tables, a barbershop, and a bathtub. 2o The bathtub inadequately served in place of a bathhouse where washer and oven crews, dirty
as coal miners, could clean up before going home. The barber had charge
of the clubhouse, earning income from his trade, the pool tables, the sale of
cigars and soft drinks, and the use of the tub for twenty-five cents.
CF&I finally built a proper bathhouse as part of the reforms generated
by the labor dispute that lasted from 1913 to 1914. During the same time, the
company permitted the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) to open
social centers in some of its camps. The centers were intended as replacements for saloons banned both on and off company property effective 1
January 1916 (and continuing until 1 July 1933), as Colorado became one of
the first states to adopt Prohibition. 21 Association activities at Segundo were
conducted in the old clubhouse until completion of the new facility in late
1917. Located on the west side of the industrial complex, next to the new
bathhouse, the large, handsome YMCA building housed social gatherings,
religious services, amateur boxing and wrestling, and other entertainment
events formerly held at Jerome School, plus a restroom and bath for railway
workers. Only twenty-two members enrolled in April 1924 paid dues (fifty
cents a month), a percentage roughly equal to about one-third of CF&I's
average workforce for that yearY
Alcohol consumption constituted an almost universal form of entertainment for adult males in the various coking and coal camps. At Segundo
liquor sales had been banned on company property from the beginning, an
unusual practice in the Colorado coal fields. Workers wanting to imbibe in
a proper watering hole, however, had only a few steps to walk to reach
Allissio's Saloon, located just outside the northeast margin of the model
residential area. Workers could also choose from the "extraordinary" number of saloons in Varros. Company policy tolerated excessive drinking but
not unruly behavior. Camp marshals returned harmless drunks to families
or friends. Troublemakers were discharged from their jobs and sent "down
the canon." Segundo's ban on use of company property for saloons applied
equally to gambling halls and "other resorts of disorderly character."23
Recreational activities other than billiards and drinking consisted primarily of dances that were usually held on Saturdays; socializing with friends;

SEGUNDO YMCA
(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer
Historical Society, Pueblo, Colorado)
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picnicking in summer; watching intercamp baseball games on Sundays;
and catching the passenger train for a Saturday adventure in Trinidad, the
county's most populous community with some ten thousand residents. 24
Baseball dominated outdoor activities from May to October. Some residents
hunted deer or small game in the general area or engaged in ice skating,
sledding, or cross-country skiing in winter. The snow-capped Sangre de Cristo
Range, partially visible from the camp, beckoned as a recreational mecca in
both winter and summer, especially when the mountains became accessible by automobiles around 1916. The YMCA held a boy's summer camp,
which included hiking and fishing, at Stonewall, near the base of the mountains. Leisure time for any purpose was at a premium before 1918, for most
employees worked at least a ten-hour shift, six days a week. 25
CF&I's profit-oriented subsidiary, the Colorado Supply Company, owned
Segundo's mercantile outlet. Located on the northwest side of the industrial district, the Segundo store operated the camp's boardinghouse and likely
functioned as a bank that offered savings certificates at the market rate of
interest. The building was said to be "commodious" and "one of the most
handsome" in any camp, with its stock of goods complete in all lines, its
prices reasonable, and its management excellent. The "reasonable" store
prices exceeded those at Trinidad's independent outlets despite both competition by Varros merchants who visited Segundo to solicit orders and the
Supply Company's potential for bulk discount buying (the company owned
thirty-one stores in 1910, including twelve in the Trinidad coal field). The
most reasonable prices were for fresh summer produce sold by wagon vendors who drove into the camp daily or by Italians or Mexicans who farmed
small plots on the Purgatoire floodplain. 26
Economic historian Price V. Fishback places the company store among
the nation's most reviled and misunderstood economic institutions. Particularly scorned was the use of company scrip instead of cash and alleged
debt peonage of employees. 27 CF&I did issue scrip but only if requested by
the employee, only as an advance on wages, and only for credit purchases at
the company store. The Colorado legislature outlawed scrip paid as wages
in 1899, although CF&I continued its use as a form of credit until 1913.
Scrip payments mostly harmed workers who exchanged it for cash, a practice that entailed discounting by 15 to 25 percent. 28 Debt peonage was actually unusual even in the Appalachian coal fields. 29 Contrary to Tennessee
Ernie Ford's popular mid-1950s song "Sixteen Tons," few workers actually
owed their soul to the company store. Segundo's company store closed in
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1925, four years before abandonment of the camp, and a grocery and barber
shop operated by George Genis, a recently arrived Canadian immigrant,
apparently replaced it. 30
In addition to providing a company store, CF&I also provided healthcare
services to the residents of Segundo. Employees paid a required one-dollar
monthly fee for company medical services. The camp's resident physician
dispensed general care in exchange for a fixed salary. Seriously ill or injured
patients traveled by train to CF&I's Minnequa Hospital in Pueblo, which
also served the local mill workers. 31
CF&I's paternalism fostered material and social welfare but not selfgovernment for camp residents. Employees resided in company houses
sited on company land and possessed no ballot power whatsoever in matters
of camp life or the workplace, except to vote with their feet. Companyappointed camp superintendents functioned as lords of the manor instead
of elected town mayors. Scamehorn characterizes them as having been "benevolent despots at best and petty tyrants at worst." The camp police force
consisted of a company-paid marshal who possessed authority to keep out
"undesirables" and, if necessary, evict discharged workers and their families
from the camp. Primero, being enclosed by a wire fence topped with three
strands of barbed wire, resembled a prison.J2
Autocratic company rule over working conditions and governance of
camp life evoked a sequence of labor walkouts throughout the southern
Colorado coal fields in the early 19oos.33 Segundo's role in the sometimes
bloody confrontations included the shooting of four strikebreakers, two of
whom were murdered, during the strife from 1903 to 1904, and the killing
of the camp marshal, beating of a camp guard, and retaliatory strafing of
the camp with machine-gun fire for ten minutes during the violence that
lasted from 1913 to 1914.34 The deadliest incident by far took place at Ludlow
in April 1914, when a battle between miners and Colorado national guardsmen claimed the lives of four women, ten children, and eleven others.
Negative publicity generated by the Ludlow Massacre and subsequent
government hearings prompted CF~I to initiate a set of reforms, although
the company and other coal operators had rejected all formal worker demands. Known as the Colorado Industrial Plan or Rockefeller Plan, the
reforms created a Permanent Advisory Board on Social and Industrial
Betterment, a kind of successor to the Sociological Department, which
had unceremoniously disappeared after the publication of its last annual
report circa 1910.35
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Numerous camp improvements followed between 1915 and 1920.36 These
upgrades included razing the shack housing; removing unsightly coal bins;
constructing the bathhouse and YMCA edifice; building car garages; putting up individual chicken houses at tenants' request; erecting a community cow and horse barn some distance from the residential area; laying
down coke-breeze sidewalks; improving streets; encouraging tenant landscaping by annually offering cash prizes between five and ten dollars for the
best lawns and gardens; and repairing and painting the physician's office,
boardinghouse, and worker dwellings. Each tenant was entitled to one free
stall in the cow barn. Chicken houses became so popular that nearly half of
all Trinidad-district tenants possessed one. All houses were wired for electricity by 1924, but power was generally turned on only after dark and on two
half days per week to allow ironing of laundry. Tenants were given porch
lamps and free power to operate them as a means to provide street lights.
Similar to other period coal camps in the nation, indoor running water and
flush toilets remained unavailable. 37
A survey conducted by the YMCA in 1915 found no poverty, little need
for charity, and minimal crime in Segundo or any of the dozen other CF&I
camps examined. In the words of the investigator, "the means of subsistence is ample in these mining camps; ordinarily the men can live well if
they choose to."38 Considering the numerous camp improvements made
over the next five years, Segundo certainly represented one of the more
pleasant Colorado camps in which to live, exceeded perhaps only by
Redstone, Cokedale, and post-1914 camps such as Mount Harris. A pet
project of CF&1 president John Osgood, Redstone occupied a scenic mountain setting south of Glenwood Springs and featured luxuries such as running water, flush toilets, and a clubhouse library and reading room. Cokedale,
opened in 1907, sat less than a mile from Segundo. Owned by the American
Smelting and Refining Company, it was governed by the philosophy that
workers should be paid "sufficient wages" and "enjoy some of the comforts
and luxuries oflife." Neglecting its lack of self-government and early shack
housing, Segundo in no way exemplified the draconian conditions portrayed
by such pro-labor union perspectives as historian Barron B. Beshoar's Out
of the Depths: The Story ofJohn R. Lawson, a Labor Leader (1942), which
depicted Colorado's coal miners as feudal serfs living in squalor and subjected to an extremely unjust and hazardous work environment. Particularly noteworthy here, Segundo workers did not face the high work-related
injury and death rates that plagued the Colorado coal industry nor did they
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toil under the onerous work rules that angered the coal miners. Segundo
recorded only 2 job-related fatalities during its lifespan compared to 155
such mortalities over a shorter time period at the nearby Primero mine. J9
At the national level, historian Margaret Crawford's analysis of company
towns in Building the Workingman's Paradise: The Design ofAmerican Company Towns (1995) dismisses CF&I as providing only "minimal housing"
and presenting "no new ideas." Although her argument holds true when
compared to the professionally designed New England textile mill, Southwest copper mines, and other large company towns investigated, Crawford's
assessment unfairly ignores the primitive character of most early coal camps,
whether in Colorado, Appalachia, or the Midwest. CF&I's Sociological Department, however short lived, was clearly an innovation in the Colorado
coal fields. CF&I's first model camps, including Segundo, were built more
than a decade before Appalachian coal operators adopted the concept. Housing built before 1913 in southern West Virginia, for example, was "shabby"
and "notoriously monotonous" instead of sturdy and architecturally diverse
as in Segundo's model residential district. English immigrants reportedly
thought the homes in Appalachian camps were chicken coups. When change
did come to Appalachia, it sometimes included elaborate and expensive
recreational facilities that offered such amenities as swimming pools, tennis
courts, and movie theaters -luxuries not found in Colorado. Some companies even hired sociological experts, echoing CF&I's Sociological Department, to advise on the improvement ofliving conditions. 40
Segundo's large industrial complex sat on the Purgatoire floodplain immediately north of the model residential area. Functionally, it consisted of
two parts: CF&I's coking facilities and the Colorado and Wyoming Railway's
operations/support facilities. The latter included a depot, cooling station,
five-stall roundhouse, locomotive turntable, yard space for up to 528 gondola cars, and four sixty-feet track scales for weighing loaded versus empty
gondolas. Segundo's operation headquarters supervised freight and passenger service along the southern division's thirty-one-mile mainline and its
several branch lines. Twenty or so rail workers resided in Segundo along
with employees of the local Mountain Telegraph, Western Union, Colorado Telephone, and Wells Fargo Express offices. 41
CF&I's coking facilities included a laboratory, machine shop, lumber
shed, pumping plant, power house, boiler house, warehouse, two coal washers, storage bins for raw coal, larry bins for washed coal, mule stable, and
eight hundred coke ovens. 42 The laboratory analyzed coke samples from all
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company ovens in Colorado and New Mexico. The pumping plant lifted
murky water from the Purgatoire River, sending some of it north to Primero
Reservoir for use in the coal camp and the rest to a reservoir just north of the
coke ovens. Segundo secured good-quality domestic water from the
Trinidad main but also treated its industrial supply by passing it through a
settling basin and coke filter bed. The camp's two coal washers, each several
stories in height, pulverized the raw coal to the consistency of cornmeal and
reduced its excessive ash content before sending it on to the ovens.
The eight hundred coke ovens were arranged in four double-row batteries. All were beehive ovens, their domed interior roofs giving them the appearance of natural beehives. Each measured thirteen feet in diameter at its
base and was charged through a thirteen-inch diameter "funnel head" at
the top. As many as sixteen larry cars, each filled with five and one half to six
tons of washed coal, released their contents through a side chute into the
funnel heads. Loaded cars moved by gravity on rails inclined on a 1 percent
grade along the battery centerline. Initially, twenty-five mules hauled the
empty cars back upslope where they were returned to the washer storage bins
for refilling. After forty-eight hours of cooking, the hot coke was quenched
with water, pulled from the ovens, and loaded into gondola cars for shipment to market. Quenching utilized per oven load about 425 gallons of
water, a volume sufficient to put out the fire and to preserve the coke's
preferred bright, silvery-gray luster. Pullers initially used long-handled rakes
called ravels to empty the ovens, and loaders employed curved forks to shovel
manually the fragmented coke into rail cars. Machines introduced sometime during the 1910S almost halved the required labor by mechanically
pulling the coke and transferring it directly via conveyor belt into waiting
gondolas. Each larry-car load of coal produced 3.5 to 3.75 tons of coke, a
conversion yield of 60 to 65 percent. 43
Appropriately, Segundo was originally named Humoso, Spanish for
"Smoky," because emissions from coal burning, locomotives, and other sources
created a haze over the town. 44 Steam, particulates, and smelly gases issued
from a multiplicity of uncontrolled sources, including household cooking
and heating fixtures; puffing steam locomotives waiting to load or unload
coke or coal; the camp's coal-fired power and boiler plants; and its two dusty
washers, each capable of pulverizing a thousand tons of coal per ten-hour
shift. Oven emissions posed the greatest threat to health and aesthetics. The
ever-open funnel heads created "a continuous pall of brown smoke by day
and cast an infernal glow against the sky at night." Mark Twain's character-
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ization of Pennsylvania coking communities as "hell with the lid off" applied equally to Segundo. 45 The mix of contaminants must have exposed
Segundo workers to their own form of the coalminer's black-lung disease.
Long-term inhalation of oven emissions undoubtedly increased the incidence oflung and kidney cancer. 46
Segundo's valley location must have exacerbated the camp's air pollution. 47 Mountain valley breezes recycle pollutants through their pendulumlike down-valley air flow at night and reversed up-valley flow during daylight
hours. Temperature inversions, or pools of cold surface air trapped beneath
warmer air aloft, suppress vertical dispersion of polluted air. At Segundo
confining valley walls likely inhibited horizontal dispersion as well. Absence
oflocal meteorological records prevents determining the frequency of poor
air circulation at the Segundo site, but a deficient air flow is much less
likely than might be expected. Purgatoire valley's longitudinal orientation
east of the Continental Divide should enable the prevailing westerly upper
air flow to couple with and strengthen normal down-valley surface winds. 48
This phenomenon would explain the persistent plume of dirty air that reportedly extended southeasterly from the Segundo ovens and the ruminations of one local resident who, complaining of a windy March, mused that
only eleven more months of windy weather remained. 49 The persistent plume
of smoke very likely engulfed neighboring Valdez but may have !argely bypassed Segundo's model residential area because of its terraced location
directly south and several tens of feet above the ovens. The residential area's
worst pollution episodes would have occurred during periods of strong temperature inversions or northerly wind flow.
Segundo's first fifty ovens were fired in August 1901. All eight hundred
became functional by January 1903. Production climbed to a preliminary
peak of 364,389 tons in 1909, rose to an all-time high of 366,587 tons during
World War I, and plummeted after 1920 to a level fluctuating between 26,155
and 94,106 tons. For most of its first two decades, the facility annually manufactured about twice the tonnage of its closest instate competitor. In 1903
CF&I heralded Segundo as the largest coke plant west of Chicago. At a
minimum, the plant produced more coke that year than all but one of the
eight other coke-producing states located west of the Mississippi River-a
position it likely maintained for several additional years. Segundo's prominence ended with the opening of the Pueblo mill's 120 byproduct ovens in
July 1918. Cokedale also surpassed Segundo's production after 1920.50
Initially, about one half of Segundo's output was consumed in the Pueblo
blast furnaces and the remainder marketed to nonferrous smelters. Principal

MULE-DRIVEN LARRY CARS

Mule-driven larry cars charged the Segundo coke ovens through topside funnel heads, which also
provided pathways for escaping steam and smoke during cooking. Loaded railway gondolas are in the
foreground.

(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer Historical Society, Pueblo,
Colorado)

COKE PULLING AND LOADING MACHINE AT RIGHT

Oven doors were sealed with firebricks during cooking (far left), then dismantled to allow
product removal.

(Photograph courtesy The Colorado Fuel and Iron Archives, Bessemer Historical Society, Pueblo,
Colorado)
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customers included United Verde Copper Company in Jerome, Arizona;
.Copper Queen Company in Bisbee, Arizona; Cananea Copper Company
of Cananea, Sonora, Mexico; and various American Smelting and Refining
Company plants including the Globe Smelter in Denver. By 1909 the western smelter industry was seriously floundering. Metal mining and smelting
had generally slowed in response to the Panic of 1893, the recession of 1907,
depletion of richer and more accessible ores, and increasing use of chemical methods for recovering gold and silver. 51 CF&I likely lost some or all the
American Smelting and Refining Company markets when the firm built its
own large coking plant at nearby Cokedale in 1907.
Collapse of the smelter industry forced CF&I to close three of its nine
coking camps between 1907 and 1910. Consolidation of production at the
Pueblo mill's newly opened byproduct ovens prompted closures of five additional coking camps in 1918. Segundo survived as CF&I's only beehive
plant, competing with American Smelting and Refining Company's captive ovens at Durango and Cokedale, which closed in 1930 and 1947, respectively. No more than 163 of Segundo's 800 ovens operated at anyone
time after 1918, supplying the residual smelter market and CF&I Pueblo
mill when furnace demands exceeded capacity of the byproduct ovens. 52
Segundo finally ceased operations on 30 June 1929. Two days later, fire
erupted in a coal washer that had been previously abandoned and quickly
spread to engulf a second washer, machine shop, heating plant, electrical
substation, laboratory, and half-dozen smaller buildings. Superintendent R.
L. Hair announced the following day that CF&I would not rebuild the
destroyed structures. Segundo's coke output had dropped sharply and steadily
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during the preceding three months. In other words, Segundo had fallen
victim to the looming Great Depression. 53 '
Segundo was the latest of eleven CF&I coal and coking camps to close
in the Trinidad field since 1907. Primero was among the earlier casualties,
having ceased mining coal in 1925 and been abandoned in 1928. Valdez
survived for another thirty-one years by supplying feedstock to the Pueblo
byproduct ovens. Segundo's closure contributed to the depopulation of Las
Animas County, a process that began a decade before and continued unabated into the 1990s.54 Ironically, drilling for coal-bed methane gas, an explosive scourge to the underground coal miners who formed the region's
economic backbone decades ago, partly accounts for the county's present
economic revival.
Portions of Segundo remained standing for about three decades after the
camp ceased functioning as a coking facility. The coke ovens were partially
dismantled in July 1933, but their shells are displayed on a U.S. Geological
Survey map updated to 1951, as are the railway roundhouse, depot, Jerome
School, and nearly fifty of the original 126 tenant houses. A company map
dated early March 1956 specifies that the other dwellings had been "sold
and removed." CF&I may have retained some dwellings as a hedge against
future expansion of the Frederick coal mine in neighboring Valdez. Substantial expansion began there in 1936 and continued through 1958. Employment during this period consistently exceeded 500 men, reaching as
high as 783, compared to an average of fewer than 300 men during the final
decade of Segundo's existence. All remaining Segundo houses and the inoperative coke ovens were razed following closure of the Valdez coal camp
in 1960. The five-stall roundhouse was demolished in 1963.55
Valdez exists today as a few occupied dwellings and abandoned buildings at the far west end of the former coal camp. (Old) Segundo survives as
a community of about 130 residents, two churches, a grocery store, gas station, and saloon. Unlike Redstone and Cokedale, which remain residential
communities today and are designated national historic districts replete with
their century-old architecture and remnant coke ovens, Segundo scarcely
qualifies as a reputable ghost town. Only a low pile of coke breeze (black,
granulated oven waste) and an inconspicuous, weather-beaten locomotive
turntable mark the camp's once-bustling industrial district. Foundation remnants of the camp's formerly busy residential area have either been bulldozed or lie hidden on private property behind a wire fence. The old railway
depot, used for a time in recent years as a private residence, stands as the
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sole surviving building. Gone are the eight hundred beehive ovens, the tall
coal washers, the orderly rows of ~odel homes, and all other reminders of
Segundo's heyday as the largest coke plant west of Chicago. 56
Segundo enjoyed two distinctions: one as a populous prominent coking
camp at least for its first two decades and the other as one of CF&1's earliest
"model" camps that helped pioneer improved living conditions in the Colorado coal fields. Why Segundo managed to become Colorado's largest beehive plant and survived when others failed can only be surmised. First, the
camp was strategically located to serve both the Pueblo mill and distant
southwestern smelters, an advantage not shared by the three CF&I camps
on Colorado's West Slope. Second, it possessed a reliable, low-cost coal
supplier (Frederick mine). This relationship may explain why Segundo survived when Tercio, its closest competitor with six hundred ovens, did not.
Third, it possessed facilities newer than those at five of CF&1's nine beehive
plants, some of which had been operating for twenty or more years before
Segundo opened. Fourth, the plant had sufficient capacity to produce however much or little coke the market demanded.

COLORADO AND WYOMING DEPOT

The century-old Colorado and Wyoming depot is the only original building
still standing at the Segundo site.

(Photograph courtesy Ryan C. Graham)
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Segundo's character as a model camp has been overshadowed in the
public literature by Redstone's more revolutionary departure from the norm,
the latter camp's close association with company president John Osgood
and his nearby private mansion, and the stereotypical perception of coal
camps as wretched living places. To be sure, Segundo's changes were not
completely radical. Autocratic company rule continued, sanitation improved
but only marginally, household water had to be carried from outside faucets, and residential electricity was slow to be installed. Still, workers enjoyed low-cost, architecturally diverse, and comparatively comfortable
housing; a modicum of social diversions and other amenities; low-cost medical care; and freedom from the onerous work rules and deadly safety hazards suffered by brethren coal miners. Family housing was sited on a terrace
away from the industrial plant, protected somewhat from its heavily polluted air and affording a scenic view westward of snow-capped mountains.
Futile as the effort may have been, CF&I attempted to suppress excessive
alcohol consumption by banning saloons on company property. Overall,
Segundo provided more pleasant living conditions than the critical literature normally depicted. The telling of its story adds a positive note to the
early history of Colorado's often cruel and unjust coal industry.
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